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A Small Island Yet
Accommodates Rich
Ethnic Cultures: Taiwan
Richard Ericson, 27, Junior, Department of
Business Management, National Sun Yatsen University
Richard Ericson may surprise many Taiwanese
upon first meeting with his fluent Mandarin.
Ver y outgoing and expressive, Richard is a
once-of-a-while guest in TV shows that explore
cultural differences upon various topics.
“Practice did great help to improve
proficiency,” said Richard, who comes from
Sweden and is currently a junior studying at
the Department of Business Management,
National Sun Yat-sen University.
NSYSU and Kaohsiung have been the main
living circle for Richard since he came to
Taiwan more than four years ago. Hailing
from Gothenburg, the second largest city in
Sweden, Richard accustomed just very well
to the life in Kaohsiung. “I think it’s much more
comfortable living in Kaohsiung than in Taipei
as the pace is slower and the weather is
usually sunny here,” he compared. In his free
time, the young man enjoys going to night
markets, visiting scenic spots, and meeting
friends.
Having received education in both Sweden
and Taiwan, Richard offered a comparison
based on his keen observation. In his opinion,
Sweden education system focuses on
students’ academic prowess in an earlier
period, while Taiwan provides a more loose
a n d a c t i v e a t m o s p h e r e, s u c h a s c l u b s
appearing in a wide selection in college.
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From a broader picture, Richard also shared
his opinion of the countr y he has already
stayed for more than four years. He recalled
a visit to Sandimen in Pingtung, one of the
m a i n r e g i o n s w h e r e r e s i d e s t h e Pa i w a n
tribe, and surprised to find that he couldn’t
understand anything an aboriginal woman
said to him. “Taiwan is a small island, yet
accommodates rich ethnic cultures,” said the
keen observer.

Vision

In the face of sub-replacement fertility trend,
globalization and digitalization, an innovative
education is the top priority of the government.
Our education policies should continue the
well-built foundation, uses all education
resources efficiently, listen to the voices of
various fields. In order to help the younger
generations to find their future paths and to
increase Taiwan’s international competiveness,
the Ministry would adapt a modern mindset
and information technology, proactive in
developing talent and expand new areas.
Therefore, the education policies of a fastpaced and innovative modern age should
be more attentive to the current environment
and understand the scientific data. This way,
the policies can increase their precisions and
imaginations in predicting the future education
and paint a clearer picture of our future
society. Furthermore, the policies could then
create new role models and encourage the up
and coming development, connect resources
from various professional fields, ensure the core
values of education, give every child the ability
of independence, execute diverse values, and
modify the system and resources.
Nurturing quality and creative recruits and
increasing international competitiveness is
the overall vision of the Ministry of Education.
It entails three significant meanings – to
establish a quality educational environment
to cultivate recruits with international
competitiveness; enjoy physical and healthful
living for all, with top sports honors for Taiwan;
nurturing youth as the innovative leaders of
reform. The Ministry also proposed twelve key
implementations, including the White Paper
on Human Resource Development to nurture
top talent; fully implement Early Childhood
Education and Care Act to ensure the quality
of preschool education and care; enact 12year Basic Education; promote Phase 2 of

the Technological and Vocational Education
Reform Plan to bridge the gap between
academics and industry; improve the quality
of higher education and promote the export
of higher education; cultivate mentors and
popularize arts education; build a society
with lifelong learning and promote family and
seniors education; promote e-learning and
establish a sustainable campus; build a friendly
and healthy campus and implement gender
equality and moral education; reinforce care
and assistance for the disadvantaged and
protect their rights to education; establish
a quality sports environment to win top
international honors; create a diverse learning
environment for youths to improve their core
competitiveness.
The Ministr y of Education holds the core
value of education; respects diversity and
creative spirits; abandons the traditional
mindset of “ranking” and embraces creating
“ uniqueness ”; proactive in promoting an
innovative education; listens to the voices of
the grassroots civilians; uses the media to press
on civil society participation and transparent
public policies; integrate forces and resources
from various professional fields to promote
12-year Basic Education; experiment through
using innovation education to change the
environment of rural education; recreates
vocational and technical education and
increase start ups; creates a new page for
the higher education; increases youth’s global
mobility; organize youth scholars training plan;
assists schools to develop unique education
thus developing of the local communities;
provides a stage for the youth to fulfill their
dreams; starts from caring for the locals and in
turns create a diverse “individuality”; increases
global competiveness and builds a prosper,
happy, harmonious and sustainable society
together.

